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We review the recent progress on the construction of the determinant representations of
the correlation functions for the integrable supersymmetric fermion models. The factor-
izing F -matrices (or the so-called F -basis) play an important role in the construction.
In the F -basis, the creation (and the annihilation) operators and the Bethe states of the
integrable models are given in completely symmetric forms. This leads to the determi-
nant representations of the scalar products of the Bethe states for the models. Based on
the scalar products, the determinant representations of the correlation functions may be
obtained. As an example, in this review, we give the determinant representations of the
two-point correlation function for the Uq(gl(2|1)) (i.e. q-deformed) supersymmetric t-J
model. The determinant representations are useful for analysing physical properties of
the integrable models in the thermodynamical limit.
Keywords: Correlation functions; Drinfeld twists; Integrable supersymmetric fermion
models
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1. Introduction
It is well known that quantum integrable and exactly solvable systems based on the
Yang-Baxter equation (YBE) play an important role in modern mathematics and
physics. They have important applications in a startling variety of physical theories,
such as the theory of the ultrasmall metallic grains (see e.g. refs.1,2 and references
therein), the (N = 4) four dimensional super-symmetric Yang-Mills gauge theories
(see e.g. refs.3,4,5 and references therein), and string theories (see e.g. refs.6,7 and
references therein).
In dealing with the integrable systems, the algebraic Bethe ansatz or the Quan-
tum Inverse Scattering Method (QISM) provides a powerful tool to the diagonal-
ization of their Hamiltonians. In this approach, Bethe states are constructed by the
pseudo-particle creation operators which are from the off-diagonal entries of the
monodromy matrix. After obtaining the eigenvalues of a system, one of the most
interesting and challenging problems is to construct scalar products (including the
norms) of the eigenstates and correlation functions 8,9. In 1981, Gaudin et al pro-
posed a hypothesis that the norm of the coordinate eigenstates for the Heisenberg
XXZ spin chain model is given by some Jacobians 10. This hypothesis was proved
completely by Korepin in 11. Moreover based on the results of this work, the au-
thors in 12,13,14 computed the correlation functions for the integrable XXX and
XXZ models as well as the one-dimensional Bose Gas system. With the help of the
auxiliary dual quantum fields 15 and the determinant representation for the parti-
tion function of the six-vertex model with domain wall boundary conditions 16,17,
the determinant representations of the correlation functions of the XXX and XXZ
models were obtained 8,18. Let us remark that under the hypothesis concerning the
space of physical states 19, integral representations of correlation functions for in-
tegrable models on an infinite 1-d lattice can be obtained by using the technique of
the q-deformed vertex operator 20−26.
In 1996, Maillet et al 27 proved that for the R-matrices of the Heisenberg XXX
and XXZ spin chain systems, there exist non-degenerate lower-triangularF -matrices
(i.e. the Drinfeld twists) 28 with which the R-matrices are factorized
R12(λ1, λ2) = F
−1
21 (λ2, λ1)F12(λ1, λ2), (1.1)
where R ∈ End(V ⊗ V ) with V being the 2-dimensional gl(2) or Uq(gl(2)) module.
Working in the basis provided by the N -site F -matrix, i.e. the so-called F -basis,
they proved that the entries of the monodromymatrix and therefore the Bethe states
of the systems are simplified to take completely symmetric forms. This observation
implies that the exact evaluation of scalar products and correlation functions of a
integrable system is feasible within the framework of the algebraic Bethe ansatz.
In 29, Kitanine et al obtained the determinant representation of the correlation
functions for the XXX and XXZ models, and showed the scalar products and norms
of the eigenstates of the systems obtained using the Drinfeld twist approach coincide
with those obtained in 10,11,16.
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The Drinfeld twist approach in 27,29 was generalized to other cases. In 30, the
Drinfeld twists associated with any finite-dimensional irreducible representations of
the Yangian Y [gl(2)] were investigated, and in 31 the correlation functions for the
higher spin XXX chains were computed. In 32, the spontaneous magnetization of
the XXZ chain on the finite lattice was represented. In 33, Albert et al constructed
the F -matrix of the gl(m) rational Heisenberg model and obtained a polarization
free representation of the creation operators. Using these results, they resolved the
hierarchy of the nested Bethe ansatz for the gl(m) model. In 34,35, the Drinfeld
twists of the elliptic XYZ model and Belavin model were constructed. In 36, we
obtained the determinant representations for the Uq(gl(1|1)) free fermion model.
As far as we know, the determinant representations of correlation functions
were known only for integrable models related to gl(2) algebra, and it had been a
major longstanding problem to find the determinant representations of correlation
functions for integrable models related to gl(3) or other higher rank algebras. Very
recently in 37, based on our results on the Drinfeld twists and symmetric Bethe
states 38,39,40, we have presented a solution to this problem for gl(2|1) algebra
which is a graded version of gl(3), and found the determinant representations of the
correlation functions for the supersymmetric t-J model.
In this article, we review the recent progress that we made on the Drinfeld twists
and on the determinant representations of the correlation functions for supersym-
metric integrable models such as the supersymmetric t-J model. Supersymmetric
integrable models form an important class of exactly soluble models 41−43 as they
provide strongly correlated fermion systems of superconductivity 44−46 and have
important applications in the AdS/CFT correspondence. In section 2, we briefly
review the background of the integrable models and introduce the N -site R-matrix.
In section 3, we discuss the properties of the monodromy matrices, and give the
recursive relations as well as the representations of the local generators in terms of
monodromy matrix elements. In section 4, we derive the factorizing F -matrix and
its inverse. Then in section 5, we discuss the monodromy matrices in the F -basis. In
section 6, we describe the construction of the determinant representations of scalar
products and correlation functions, using the q-deformed supersymmetric t-J model
as an example. In section 7, we conclude the review by offering some discussions
and outlooks.
2. Integrable Uq(gl(m|n)) supersymmetric model
We first introduce some useful properties of the quantum superalgebra Uq(gl(m|n)).
For more details, see refs.40,47. Let us fix two non-negative integers n, m such that
m+n ≥ 2 and a positive integer N (≥ 2), and a generic complex number η such that
the q-deformation parameter, related to η through q = eη, is not a root of unity.
Let V be a Z2-graded (m+n)-dimensional vector space with the orthonormal basis
{|i〉, i = 1, . . . ,m+ n}. The Z2-grading is chosen as: [1] = . . . = [m] = 1, [m+ 1] =
. . . = [m+ n] = 0.
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The quantum superalgebra Uq(gl(m|n)) is a Z2-graded unital associative su-
peralgebra generated by the Cartan generators Ei,i, (i = 1, . . . ,m + n) and the
simple root generators Ej,j+1, Ej+1,j (j = 1, . . . ,m + n − 1) with the Z2-grading
[Ei,i] = 0, [Ej+1,j ] = [Ej,j+1] = [j] + [j + 1]. The Z2-graded vector space V sup-
plies the fundamental Uq(gl(m|n))-module and the generators of Uq(gl(m|n)) are
represented in this space by π(Ei,i) = ei,i, π(E
j,j+1) = ej,j+1, π(E
j+1,j) = ej+1,j ,
where ei,j ∈ End(V ) is the elementary matrix with elements (ei,j)lk = δjkδil.
With the help the simple root generators, we can construct the non-simple root
generators as follows
Eα,γ = Eα,βEβ,γ − q−(−1)
[β]
Eβ,γEα,β, 1 ≤ α < β < γ ≤ m+ n, (2.1)
Eγ,α = Eγ,βEβ,α − q(−1)
[β]
Eβ,αEγ,β, 1 ≤ α < β < γ ≤ m+ n. (2.2)
Uq(gl(m|n)) is a Z2-graded triangular Hopf superalgebra. For the Cartan and simple
generators, the coproduct ∆ : Uq(gl(m|n))→ Uq(gl(m|n))⊗Uq(gl(m|n)) is defined
by
∆(Ei,i) = 1⊗ Ei,i + Ei,i ⊗ 1, i = 1, . . . ,m+ n, (2.3)





⊗ Ej+1,j + Ej+1,j ⊗ 1, (2.5)
where hj = (−1)[j]Ej,j − (−1)[j+1]Ej+1,j+1. Throughout, we will use the following
notation:
Eα,β ≡ ∆
(N−1)(Eα,β) = (id⊗∆(N−2))∆(Eα,β), (2.6)
for any generator Eα,β (α, β = 1, . . . ,m+ n) of Uq(gl(m|n)).
2.1. Integrability of the model
The R-matrix, R ∈ End(V ⊗ V ), depends on the difference of two spectral param-
eters λ1 and λ2 associated with the two copies of V , and is, in this grading, given
by 41,42,43




ei,i ⊗ ei,i +
m+n∑
i=m+1












(−1)[j]ei,j ⊗ ej,i, (2.7)
where
a12 = a(λ1, λ2) ≡
sinh(λ1 − λ2)
sinh(λ1 − λ2 + η)
, b±12 = b
±(λ1, λ2) ≡
e±(λ1−λ2) sinh η
sinh(λ1 − λ2 + η)
,
c12 = c(λ1, λ2) ≡
sinh(λ1 − λ2 − η)
sinh(λ1 − λ2 + η)
, (2.8)
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and η is the so-called crossing parameter. One can easily check that the R-matrix
satisfies the unitary relation R21R12 = 1.
Let us introduce the (N + 1)-fold tensor product space V ⊗N+1, whose com-
ponents are labelled by 0, 1 . . . , N from the left to the right. As usual, the 0-th
space, denoted by V0 ( Vi for the i-th space), corresponds to the auxiliary space
and the other N spaces constitute the quantum space V ⊗N . Moreover, for each
factor space Vi, i = 0, . . . , N , we associate a complex parameter ξi. The parameter
associated with the 0-th space is usually called the spectral parameter which is set
to ξ0 = λ in this paper, and the other parameters are called the inhomogeneous
parameters. In this paper we always assume that all the complex parameters u
and {ξi|i = 1, . . . , N} be generic ones. Hereafter we adopt the standard notation:
for any matrix A ∈ End(V ), Aj (or A(j)) is an embedding operator in the tensor
product space, which acts as A on the j-th space and as an identity on the other
factor spaces; Rij = Rij(ξi, ξj) is an embedding operator of R-matrix in the tensor
product space, which acts as an identity on the factor spaces except for the i-th and
j-th ones.
The R-matrix satisfies the graded Yang-Baxter equation (GYBE)
R12R13R23 = R23R13R12. (2.9)
















ij R(λ1 − λ3)
i′′k′









jk R(λ1 − λ3)
i′k′′




The quantum monodromy matrix T (λ) of the supersymmetric chain of length
N is defined as
T (λ) = R0N (λ, ξN )R0N−1(λ, ξN−1)...R01(λ, ξ1), (2.12)
where the index 0 refers to the auxiliary space and {ξi} are arbitrary inhomogeneous
parameters depending on site i.
By the GYBE, one may prove that the monodromy matrix satisfies the GYBE
R00′(λ− µ)T0(λ)T0′(µ) = T0′(µ)T0(λ)R00′ (λ− µ). (2.13)
Define the transfer matrix t(λ) = str0T (λ),where str0 denotes the supertrace
over the auxiliary space. Then the Hamiltonian of our model is given by H =
d ln t(λ)/dλ|λ=0.This model is integrable thanks to the commutativity of the trans-
fer matrix for different parameters, [t(λ), t(µ)] = 0, which can be verified by using
the GYBE.
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2.2. N-site R-matrices
Let σ be an element of the permutation group SN+1. We generalize the R-matrix
(2.7) to the N -site R-matrix with the help of σ as follows. The concept of N -site
R-matrices was first introduced in 27,33.
Definition 1. One can define a mapping from SN+1 to End(V0 ⊗ H) which asso-
ciate in a unique way an element Rσ0...N ∈ End(V0 ⊗ H) to any element σ of the











0...N , ∀σ, σ
′ ∈ SN+1, (2.14)
where Pσ is the Z2-graded permutation operator
Pσ|i0〉(0) . . . |iN〉(N) = |i0〉(σ(0)) . . . |iN 〉(σ(N)).
For any elementary permutation σj with σj(j, j + 1) = (j + 1, j), j = 0, . . . , N ,
R
σj
0...N = Rj j+1.
From the definition, one may prove the following properties of the map Rσ0...N :
• Uniqueness. For any element σ ∈ SN+1, the corresponding Rσ0...N can be
constructed through (2.14) as follows. Let σ be decomposed in a minimal
way in terms of elementary permutation as σ = σβ1 . . . σβp where the posi-
tive integer p is the length of σ. The composition law enables one to obtain
the expression of the associated Rσ0...N . The GYBE and the unitary relation
guarantee the uniqueness of Rσ0...N .
• Rid0...N = id. By using the unitary relation RijRji = 1, this property can be
easily proved.
• For the cyclic permutation σ′c = σ0σ1 . . . σN of the group SN+1, the N -site
R-matrix R
σ′c
0...N gives the monodromy matrix T (λ) of the Uq(gl(m|n)) spin
chain on an N -site lattice:
R
σ′c
0...N = R0NR01N−1 . . . R01 = T (λ) ≡ T0(λ) = T0,1...N (λ). (2.15)





Moreover, let σc = σ1 . . . σN−1 be the cyclic permutation. We have
Rσc
k
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3. Some properties of the monodromy matrix elements
3.1. Recursive relations











where the matrix elements Ti,j(λ) are operators acting on the quantum space H
and have the Z2-grading: [Ti,j(λ)] = [ei,j] = [i] + [j].
For the entries Tm+n,m+n−l(λ) of the monodromy matrix, we have the following
theorem 40:
Theorem 1. The matrix elements Tm+n,m+n−l(λ) and Tm+n−l,m+n(λ) (l =
1, . . . ,m+n−1) of the monodromy matrix can be expressed in terms of Tm+n,m+n(λ)







































where Ei,j is the N -site Uq(gl(m|n)) generator which is given by local generator E
i,j
(k)
with the help of (2.6), and Hj = (−1)[j]Ej,j − (−1)[j+1]Ej+1,j+1 (j = 1, . . . ,m +
n− 1).
We call the second terms in the R.H.S. of (3.2) and (3.3) quantum correction term,
which vanishes in the rational limit (q → 1). Moreover, such a nontrivial correction
term only occurs in the higher rank models (i.e., when m+ n ≥ 3). In the rational
limit: q → 1, (3.2) and (3.3) reduces to the (anti)commutation relations used in
33,39. The detailed proof for this theorem may be found in 40. Here we give two
examples to illustrate the theorem.
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• For m = 2, n = 0, i.e. the Uq(gl(2|0)) model:
T2,1 = [qE1,2T2,2 − T2,2E1,2]q
H1 , (3.4)
T1,2 = q
H1 [q−1T2,2E2,1 − E2,1T2,2]. (3.5)
















H1+H2 [q T3,3(λ)E3,1 − E3,1T3,3(λ)]
−(1− q−2)qH1E2,1T2,3(λ). (3.9)
3.2. Representation of the local operators
In 29, Kitanine et al constructed the local spin operators of the inhomogeneous spin-
1/2 XXX and XXZ Heisenberg chains in terms of the corresponding monodromy
matrix elements. The results were generalized to more general cases in 48,49.
Theorem 2. For the monodromy matrix constructed by the Uq(gl(m|n)) R-matrix
which is a solution of the GYBE and satisfies the properties: i.) Regularity.
Rij(λi, λj = λi) = Pij and ii.) R(λ, µ)
i′j′
i j = (−1)
[i]+[j]+[i′]+[j′]R(λ, µ)i
′j′
i j , the lo-
cal generator Eα,β(κ) , which acts on the given site κ, can be represented in terms of









Here P is the superpermutation operator, i.e. P(|x〉⊗ |y〉) = (−1)[x][y](|y〉⊗ |x〉). In






To prove this theorem, one considers the supertrace str0(X0T0,κ...N1...κ−1(ξκ)),






= str0(X0R0κ−1(ξn, ξκ−1) . . . R01(ξn, ξ1))R0N (ξn, ξN ) . . . R0κ+1(ξn, ξκ+1)P0κ)










where σc = σ1 . . . σN−1 (σ ∈ SN ) and in the derivation of (3.11), we have used the
decomposition law (2.14).
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Similarly, one may prove the following useful relations:
















































Then comparing (3.11) with (3.13), and considering (3.12) and the supertranspose
property Aij = (−1)[j]([i]+[j])Aji, one arrives at (3.10),
4. Factorizing F-matrices and their inverses
In 27, Maillet et al found that the R-matrices for the XXX and XXZ Heisenberg spin
chain models are factorized in terms of the F -matrices. The results were generalized
to gl(n) spin chain system by Albert et al 33, where the authors constructed the
factorizing F -matrices (Drinfeld twists) explicitly on the N -fold tensor product
space.
Let SN be the permutation group associated with the indices (1, . . . , N) and
Rσ1...N the N -site R-matrix associated with σ ∈ SN . R
σ
1...N acts non-trivially on the
quantum space H and trivially (i.e as an identity) on the auxiliary space.
Definition 2. The N -site F-matrix F1...N (ξ1, . . . , ξN ) is an operator in End(H) and
satisfies the following three properties: I.) lower-triangularity; II.) non-degeneracy;
III.) factorization, namely,
Fσ(1)...σ(N)(ξσ(1), . . . , ξσ(N))R
σ
1...N = F1...N (ξ1, . . . , ξN ), ∀σ ∈ SN . (4.1)
Proposition 1. The N -site factorizing F -matrix for the Uq(gl(m|n)) supersym-
metric model, given by












satisfies the properties I, II and III in the definition 2.
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Here, Pαi is the embedding of the project operator P
α in the i-th space with
(Pα)kl = δklδkα, S(σ, ασ) is a c-number function of σ, ασ and the element cij of the
R-matrix















ασ(i+1) ≥ ασ(i) (σ(i + 1) > σ(i)); ασ(i+1) > ασ(i) (σ(i + 1) < σ(i)). (4.4)
Here we outline the proof given in 38,40. The definition of F1...N (4.2) and the
summation condition (4.4) imply that F1...N is a lower-triangular matrix. More-
over, one can easily check that the F -matrix is non-degenerate because all diagonal
elements are non-zero.
We now prove that the F -matrix (4.2) satisfies the property III. Any given
permutation σ ∈ SN can be decomposed into elementary ones of the group SN as










. . . R
σi1
1...N
= Fσi1 ...σik−1 (1...N)R
σik−1
σi1 ...σik−2 (1...N)
. . . R
σi1
1...N = . . . = Fσi1 (1...N)R
σi1
1...N = F1...N .











































where σ˜ = σiσ, and the summation sequences of ασ˜ in
∑∗(i) now has the form
ασ˜(j+1) ≥ ασ˜(j) (σiσ˜(j + 1) > σiσ˜(j)); ασ˜(j+1) > ασ˜(j) (σiσ˜(j + 1) < σiσ˜(j)).
(4.6)
Comparing (4.6) with (4.4), we find that the only difference between them is the
transposition σi factor in the “if” conditions. For a given σ˜ ∈ SN with σ˜(j) = i and
σ˜(k) = i + 1, we now examine how the elementary transposition σi will affect the
inequalities (4.6). If |j − k| > 1, then σi does not affect the sequence of ασ˜ at all,
that is, the sign of inequality “ > ” or “≥” between two neighboring root indexes
is unchanged with the action of σi. If |j − k| = 1, then in the summation sequences
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of ασ˜, when σ˜(j + 1) = i + 1 and σ˜(j) = i, sign “≥” changes to “ > ”, while when
σ˜(j + 1) = i and σ˜(j) = i + 1, “ > ” changes to “≥”. Thus (4.4) and (4.5) differ
only when equal labels ασ˜ appear. With the help of the relation c21c12 = 1, we can
prove that in this case the product Fσi(1...N)R
σi
1...N still equals to F1...N (one sees in
38 for detailed proof). Thus, we obtain
Rσ1...N (ξ1, . . . , ξN ) = F
−1
σ(1...N)(ξσ(1), . . . , ξσ(N))F1...N (ξ1, . . . , ξN ), (4.7)
Therefore the factorizing F -matrix F1...N of Uq(gl(m|n)) is proved to satisfy all
three properties.
From the expression of the F -matrix, one knows that it has an even grading,
i.e., [F1...N ] = 0.
The non-degenerate property of the F -matrix implies that we can find the inverse
matrix F−11...N .





























aij if αi > αj
aji if αi < αj ,
1 if αi = αj = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ n,




is taken over all possible αi which satisfies the following non-
increasing constraints:
ασ(i+1) ≤ ασ(i) (σ(i + 1) < σ(i)); ασ(i+1) < ασ(i) (σ(i+ 1) > σ(i)) . (4.11)
We outline the proof in 38,40. We compute the product of F1...N and F
∗
1...N .
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. Note that the sequence {ασ} is non-decreasing and {βσ′} is
non-increasing. Thus the non-vanishing condition of this R-matrix element requires
that ασ and βσ′ satisfy the relations βσ′(N) = ασ(1), . . . , βσ′(1) = ασ(N).Then by us-
ing the sum conditions (4.4), (4.11) and the existence condition of the elements of
the elementary R-matrix R(λ, µ)i
′j′
ij , i.e. i+j = i
′+j′, one can verify 33 that the rela-
tions between the roots β and α are fulfilled only if σ′(N) = σ(1), . . . , σ′(1) = σ(N).
Let σ¯ be the maximal element of the SN which reverses the site labels σ¯(1, . . . , N) =





















The decomposition of Rσ¯ in terms of elementary R-matrices is unique module the
GYBE. One reduces from (4.12) that FF ∗ is a diagonal matrix: F1...NF
∗
1...N =∏
i<j ∆ij . Then (4.8) is a simple consequence of the above equation.
5. Monodromy matrix in the F -basis
In the previous section, we have given the F -matrix and its inverse which act on
the quantum space H. The non-degeneracy of the F -matrix means that its column
vectors also form a complete basis of H, which is called the F -basis. In this section,
we study the generators of Uq(gl(m|n)) and the elements of the monodromy matrix
in the F -basis.
Introduce the generators in the F -basis: E˜i,j = F1...NEi,jF
−1
1...N , (i, j =
1, . . . ,m+ n). Then,
Theorem 3. In the F -basis the Cartan and the simple generators of Uq(gl(m|n))
are given by
E˜i,i = Ei,i =
N∑
k=1




Ej,j+1(k) ⊗γ 6=k G
j,j+1




Ej+1,j(k) ⊗γ 6=k G
j+1,j
(γ) (k, γ), j = 1, . . . ,m+ n− 1. (5.3)
Here the diagonal matrices Gγ,γ±1(j) (i, j) are:
• For 1 < γ + 1 ≤ m,
(Gγ,γ+1(j) (i, j))kl = δkl


2e−η cosh η, k = γ,
(2aij cosh η)
−1 eη, k = γ + 1,
1, otherwise,
(5.4)
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(Gγ+1,γ(j) (i, j))kl = δkl


2e−η cosh η, k = γ + 1,
(2aji cosh η)
−1 eη, k = γ,
1, otherwise,
(5.5)
• For γ = m,
(Gγ,γ+1(j) (i, j))kl = δkl


2e−η cosh η, k = γ,
e−η, k = γ + 1,
1, otherwise,
(5.6)




−1eη, k = γ,
(aji)
−1 eη, k = γ + 1,
1, otherwise,
(5.7)
• For 1 +m ≤ γ < m+ n,




−1 eη, k = γ,
e−η, k = γ + 1,
1, otherwise,
(5.8)




−1 e−η, k = γ + 1,
eη, k = γ,
1, otherwise.
(5.9)
The proof for this theorem can be found in 38,40. This theorem plays an im-
portant role in the construction of the symmetric representations of the creation
(annihilation) operators.
Among the matrix elements of the monodromy matrix Ti,j(λ), the operators
Tm+n,m+n−l(λ) and Tm+n−l,m+n(λ) (l = 1, . . . ,m+ n− 1) are called creation and
annihilation operators, respectively, and are usually denoted by
Cm+n−l(λ) = Tm+n,m+n−l(λ), Bm+n−l(λ) = Tm+n−l,m+n(λ). (5.10)
In the F -basis, they become
C˜m+n−l(λ) = F1...NCm+n−l(λ)F
−1




Let us denote Tm+n,m+n(λ) by D(λ) and the corresponding operator in the F -basis
by D˜(λ) = F1...ND(λ)F
−1
1...N .
Proposition 3. D˜(λ) is a diagonal matrix given by
D˜(λ) = ⊗Ni=1diag (a0i, . . . , a0i, 1)(i) . (5.12)
This can be proved as follows 40. From (3.1), we derive that
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Following 33, we can split the sum
∑∗
according to the number of occurrences of












































































































where a0i = a(λ, ξi). Substituting (5.16) into (5.15), we have
F1...ND(λ) = ⊗
N
i=1diag (a0i, . . . , a0i, 1)(i) F1...N . (5.17)
By means of the expressions of the generators of Uq(gl(m|n)) in theorem 3,
combining with the Theorem 1 and Proposition 3, we have
Theorem 4. In the F -basis the creation operators Cm+n−l(λ) and annihilation
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For some special values of m and n, we have:






(i) ⊗j 6=i diag
(











(i) ⊗j 6=i diag
(
a0j(2aji cosh η)

















(i) ⊗j 6=i diag
(










(i) ⊗j 6=i diag
(
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Here x0k ≡ x(λ, ξ) with xij stands for aij , b
±
ij .
Thus, one sees that working in the F -basis, the creation and annihilation oper-
ators take completely symmetric forms, e.g. (5.20)-(5.25).
6. The q-deformed supersymmetry t-J model
In this section, we will construct the determinant representation of the correlation
functions for the q-deformed supersymmetric t-J model, generalizing the results in
37 for the supersymmetric t-J model.
6.1. Bethe states
In the framework of the algebraic ansatz, the Bethe states (eigenstates) are con-
structed by acting the creation operators Ci(λ) (or the annihilation operatorsBi(λ))
on the pseudo-vacuum state.
Definition 3. Let |0〉 be the pseudo-vacuum state of the N -fold quantum tensor
space V ⊗N , and |0〉(1) be the pseudo-nested-vacuum state of the n1-fold nested




















d1...dn1Cd1(λ1) . . . Cdn1 (λn1)|0〉 (λ1 6= . . . 6= λn1),(6.2)
where di = 1, 2, (Ω
(1)
n1 )



















and C(1), the creation operator of the nested Uq(gl(2)) system, is the lower-
triangular entry of the nested monodromy matrix T (1)
T (1)(λ(1)) = r0n1 (λ
(1) − λn1)r0n1−1(λ















with r12(λ1, λ2) ≡ r12(λ1 − λ2) = c12(e1,1 ⊗ e1,1 + e2,2 ⊗ e2,2) + a12(e1,1 ⊗ e2,2 +
e2,2 ⊗ e1,1 − b
−
12e2,1 ⊗ e1,2 − b
+
12e1,2 ⊗ e2,1.
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Similarly, we can also define the dual Bethe state 〈ΩN |.
Definition 4. With the help of the dual pseudo-vacuum state 〈0| and the dual




(Ω(1))fn1 ...f1〈0|Bfn1 (µn1) . . . Bf1(µ1) (µn1 6= . . . 6= µ1),(6.5)
















6= . . . 6= µ
(1)
1 ). (6.6)
The diagonalization of the transfer matrix t(λ) leads to the following theorem
50:
Theorem 5. The Bethe states |ΩN ({λj})〉 defined by (6.2) are eigenstates of the









l ) = 1 (j = 1, . . . , n) (6.7)


















= 1 (l = 1, . . . , n2). (6.8)
The eigenvalues Λ(λ, {λk}, {λ
(1)








































One easily checks that this theorem also holds for the dual Bethe state 〈ΩN ({µj})|
defined by (6.5) if we change the spectral parameters λj and λ
(1)




Let σ = σi1 . . . σik be any element of the permutation group Sn1 with σij be
elementary permutations σij (ij, ij + 1) = (ij + 1, ij). We define the following ex-
change operator fˆσ = fˆσi1 . . . fˆσik for the Bethe state |ΩN ({λj})〉 of the q-deformed
supersymmetric t-J model, fˆσ|ΩN ({λj})〉 = |ΩN ({λσ(j)})〉. Then one may prove
38,40, under the action of the exchange operator, we have the following proposition:
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Proposition 4. The Bethe state |ΩN ({λj})〉 of the q-deformed supersymmetric t-J
















ci i+1 ≡ c(λi, λi+1) for an elementary permutation σi.
For the non-super case, the element c of the R-matrix (2.7) tends to 1 so the
relation (6.11) of the exchange symmetry changes to fˆσ|ΦN ({λj})〉 = |ΦN ({λj})〉,
where |Φ〉 is the Bethe state of any integrable Uq(gl(n)) system. The exchange
symmetry for the non-super case was first proposed by 51,52.
6.2. Symmetric representations of the Bethe state
Acting the associated F -matrix on the pseudo-vacuum state |0〉, one finds that the
pseudo-vacuum state is invariant. It is due to the fact that only the term with all
roots equal to 3 will produce non-zero results. Therefore, the Bethe state (6.2) in





d1...dn1 C˜d1(λ1) . . . C˜dn1 (λn1)|0〉. (6.12)
Without loss of generality, we will only concentrate on the Bethe state with the
quantum number p which indicates the number of di = 2, and will use the
notation |Ω˜N ({λj}(p,n1))〉 with the subscript pair (p, n1) to denote a Bethe state
which has quantum number p and has n spectral parameters.
Proposition 5. The Bethe state of the q-deformed supersymmetric t-J model can




























p (λσ(1), . . . , λσ(p); ξi1 , . . . , ξip)




















2a(λσ(k), λσ(l)) cosh η
a(λσ(l), λσ(k))
)
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p+1, . . . , λ
(1)
n1
|λσ(p+1), . . . , λσ(n1)
)
. (6.15)

















1 , . . . , λ
(1)























k , λσ(l)) cosh η,





a(λγ , ξβ). (6.16)
In (6.14), we have used the convention
−→n1∏
i=1




fi ≡ fn1 . . . f1.












j })〉, where F
(1)
1...n1
is the F -matrix (4.2) with m =




j })〉 = s(c)C˜
(1)(λ
(1)








1 , . . . , λ
(1)
n2
|λi1 , . . . , λin2 )E
1,2
(i1)




i<j(1 + cij), and
B(1)n2 (λ
(1)
1 , . . . , λ
(1)
n2





















k , λσ(l)) cosh η. (6.18)





d1...dn1 C˜d1(λ1) . . . C˜dn1 (λn1)|0〉
= (Ω(1)n1 )
1...12...2C˜1(λp+1) . . . C˜1(λn1 )C˜2(λ1) . . . C˜2(λp)|0〉+ other terms
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× C˜2(λσ(1)) . . . C˜2(λσ(p))C˜1(λσ(p+1)) . . . C˜1(λσ(n1)) |0〉 , (6.19)

























(1 + c¯ij), and c¯ij = c(λi, λj). Then substituting
the expressions C˜1 (5.24) and C˜2 (5.22) into (6.19), one obtains (6.14). Therefore
we have proved the proposition 4. 
By a similar procedure, one may prove the following proposition for the dual
Bethe state 〈Ω˜N ({µj}(p,n1))| (6.5):
Proposition 6. The dual Bethe state 〈Ω˜N ({µj}(p,n1))| of the Uq(gl(2|1)) super-






σ(j)})〈0|B˜1(µσ(n1)) . . . B˜1(µσ(p+1))






























×detB+p (µσ(1), . . . , µσ(p); ξi1 , . . . , ξip)




















p+1, . . . , µ
(1)
n1
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1 , . . . , µ
(1)




















2a(µσ(l), µσ(k)) cosh η
.
6.3. Determinant representation of the scalar product
The scalar product of the Bethe states with a given quantum number p is defined
by
Pn1({µi}(p,n1), {λj}(p,n1)) = 〈ΩN ({µj}(p,n1))|ΩN ({λj}(p,n1))〉. (6.24)
The invariant property of the pseudo-vacuum state under the F -transformation, i.e.
F1...N |0〉 = |0〉 and 〈0|F
−1
1...N = 〈0|, implies that in the F -basis, the scalar product
Pn1 is









×〈0|B˜1(µσ′(n1)) . . . B˜1(µσ′(p+1))B˜2(µσ′(p)) . . . B˜2(µσ′(1))
×C˜2(λσ(1)) . . . C˜2(λσ(p))C˜1(λσ(p+1)) . . . C˜1(λσ(n1))|0〉. (6.25)
To compute the scalar product, following 29,37, we introduce the following inter-
mediate functions G(m) (in this section, the integer m is the index of the interme-
diate function)










E32(ik)B˜2(µm) . . . B˜2(µ1)




E31(ik)B˜1(µm) . . . B˜1(µp+1)B˜2(µp)B˜2(µ1)
×C˜2(λ1) . . . C˜2(λp)C˜1(λp+1) . . . C˜1(λn1 )|0 > for m ≥ p+ 1.
(6.26)
where the lower indices of E32(ik) and E
31
(ik)
satisfy the relations im+1 < . . . < ip,
ip+1 < . . . < in1 and {i1, . . . , ip} ∩ {ip+1, . . . , in1} = ∅. Thus, the scalar product











We now compute G(m) for m ≤ p and m ≥ p + 1 separately. The procedure is
similar to that for the supersymmetric t-J model 37.
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• 1 ≤ m ≤ p
We first compute the function G(m) for m ≤ p.
Inserting a complete set, (6.26) becomes






















×G(m−1)({λk}(p,n1), µ1, . . . , µm−1, im+1, . . . , im+q, j, im+q+1 . . . , in1), (6.28)































Substituting the expressions of C˜1 (5.24) and C˜2 (5.22) into (6.26), we obtain
G(0):




















a(λl, ξik)detBp(λ1, . . . , λp; ξi1 , . . . , ξip)
×detBn1−p(λp+1, . . . , λn1 ; ξip+1 , . . . , ξin1 ). (6.30)
We compute G(m) by using the recursion relation (6.28). One sees that there are
two different determinants in G(0), which are labelled by different λ’s and ξik ’s. For
m ≤ p we only focus on the first determinant, i.e. detBp.
To compute G(1), we substitute (6.29) and (6.30) into (6.28) to obtain
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n−p(λp+1, . . . , λn1 ; ξip+1 , . . . , ξin1 ). (6.31)
Let λk (k = 1, . . . , n) label the row and ξl (l = i2, . . . , j, . . . , ip) label the column of
the matrix Bp. From (6.30), one sees that the column indices in (6.31) satisfy the
sequence i2 < . . . < j < . . . < ip. Therefore, moving the jth column in the matrix
Bp to the first column, we have




















p (λ1, . . . , λp; ξj , ξi2 , . . . , ξin1 )
×detB−n−p(λp+1, . . . , λn1 ; ξip+1 , . . . , ξin1 )
= −(2 coshη)
(p−1)(p−2)+(n1−p)(n1−p−1)






n1−p(λp+1, . . . , λn1 ; ξip+1 , . . . , ξin1 ), (6.32)
where the matrix (B−)
(1)




a(λα, ξik) a(µ1, ξiβ )(B
−
















a−1(ξk, ξj) (1 ≤ α ≤ p). (6.34)
Using the properties of determinant, one finds that if j = i2, . . . , ip, the correspond-
ing terms in (6.34) contribute zero to the determinant. Thus, without changing the
determinant of the matrix B
(1)
p , the elements (B
(1)
p )α1 in (6.34) may be replaced by
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j (j = p+1, . . . , n) satisfy the NBAE (6.8). By direct computation, one sees
that the residues of e−µ1M−α1 at points µ1 = λ
(1)
j −ηmod(iπ), µ1 = λγ mod(iπ) (γ =
1, . . . , α− 1) and µ1 = µǫmod(iπ) (ǫ = 1, . . . , β− 1) are zero. Moreover the residues
of e−µ1M−α1 at the points µ1 = λαmod(iπ) are also zero because λαmod(iπ) is a
solution of the BAE (6.7). Then comparing (6.35) with (6.36), one finds that as
functions of µ1, the functions f(µ1) and e
−µ1M−α1 have the same residues at the
simple poles µ1 = ξj − ηmod(iπ) (j 6= ip+1, . . . , in1), and that when µ1 → ∞,
they are bounded. Therefore, according to the properties of the analytic functions





Then, by using the function G(0), G(1) and the intermediate function (6.28)
repeatedly, we obtain G(m) (m ≤ p):
G(m)({λk}(p,n1), µ1, . . . , µm, im+1, . . . , in1)
= (−1)m(2 cosh η)
p(p−1)−m(2p−m−1)+(n1−p)(n1−p−1)
2
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n1−p(λp+1, . . . , λn1 ; ξip+1 , . . . , ξin1 ) (6.37)






p )αβ , (1 ≤ α ≤ p, m < β ≤ p),
((B−)(m)p )αβ =M
−
αβ, (1 ≤ α ≤ p, 1 ≤ β ≤ m). (6.38)
(6.37) can be proved by induction. Firstly from (6.32), (6.33) and (6.36), (6.37)
is true for m = 1. Assume (6.37) for G(m−1). Let us show (6.37) for general m.
Substituting G(m−1) and (6.29) into intermediate function (6.28), we have












×G(m−1)({λk}(p,n1), µ1, . . . , µm−1, im+1, . . . , im+p, j, im+p+1, . . . , in1)










×G(m−1)({λk}(p,n1), µ1, . . . , µm−1, j, im+1, . . . , in1)
= (−1)m(2 cosh η)
p(p−1)−m(2p−m−1)+(n1−p)(n1−p+1)
2








n1−p(λp+1, . . . , λn1 ; ξip+1 , . . . , ξin1 ), (6.39)
where the matrix elements (B
(m)









p )αβ (1 ≤ α ≤ p, m < β ≤ p),
((B−)(m)p )αβ =M
−


















a−1(ξk, ξj) (1 ≤ α ≤ p). (6.40)
By the procedure leading to ((B−)
(1)
p )αβ , we prove ((B−)
(m)
p )αm =M−αm. Therefore
we have proved that the function (6.37) holds for all m ≤ p.
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When m = p, we have,
G(p)({λk}(p,n1), µ1, . . . , µp, ip+1, . . . , in1)
= (−1)p(2 cosh η)
(n1−p)(n1−p−1)








n1−p(λp+1, . . . , λn1 ; ξip+1 , . . . , ξin1 ), (6.41)
where the matrix elements of M− are given by (6.36).









































































































































(1 ≤ γ ≤ α− 1). (6.44)
After a tedious computation similar to that for the supersymmetric t-J model 37,
we obtain the determinant of the matrix M
detM±({λα}, {µβ})
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1 + δjf′ ̺tt′
(













































































1 + δf ′ s δjf′ ̺tt′
(


















1 + δf ′ s δjf′ ̺tt′
(




4 )2 j2 . . . (A
±
4 )p jp (6.45)







where τ(x1, . . . , xp) = τ(σ), (σ ∈ Sp and (x1, . . . , xp) = σ(1, . . . , p)), τ(σ) = 0 if σ
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and the elements (A±i )αβ , i = 2, 3, 4, are given by
(A±2 )αβ =
{
F±αβ α = 1, . . . , p, β = 1, . . . , p, β 6= {̺
1
m1
}, . . . , {̺n1mn1}
(G±)kαβ α = 1, . . . , p, β = {̺
k
mk






F±αβ α = 1, . . . , p, α 6= {ρ
1
m1
}, . . . , {ρn1−1mn1−1}, β = 1, . . . , p
1
β + 1
(H±)kαβ α = {ρ
k
mk







F±αβ α = 1, . . . , p, α 6= {ρ
1
m1
}, . . . , {ρn1−1mn1−1},




(G±)kαβ α = 1, . . . , p, α 6= {ρ
1
m1
}, . . . , {ρn1−1mn1−1},
β = {̺kmk} (k = 1, 2, . . . , n)
1
β + 1
(H±)kαβ α = {ρ
k
mk




Thus by using (6.46), the function G(p) (6.41) becomes
G(p)({λk}(p,n1), µ1, . . . , µp, ip+1, . . . , in1)













n1−p(λp+1, . . . , λn1 ; ξip+1 , . . . , ξin1 )
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j ({λk}(p,n1), µ1, . . . , µp, ip+1, . . . , in1). (6.50)
• m ≥ p+ 1
Then we compute the intermediate functions G(m) for m ≥ p+1. Similar to the
m ≤ p case, inserting a complete set and noticing (6.50), we have























j ({λk}(p,n1), µ1, . . . , µm, im+1, . . . , in1), (6.51)
where (G−)
(m)
j ’s correspond to (G
−)
(p)
j ’s in (6.50), respectively.
We first compute (G−)
(m)





















When m = p + 1, by using the expressions (6.50) and (6.52), the intermediate
function (G−)
(p+1)
1 is given by
(G−)
(p+1)



















1 ({λk}(p,n1), µ1, . . . , µp, ip+2, . . . , ip+q+1, j, ip+q+2 . . . , in1)
= (−1)m(2 coshη)
(n1−p)(n1−p−1)−2(n1−p−1)
2 detF(λ1, . . . , λp;µ1, . . . , µp)
×det(B−)
(p+1)
n1−p (λp+1, . . . , λn1 ;µp+1; ξip+2 , . . . , ξin1 ), (6.53)
where the matrix elements ((B−)
(m)












n1−p)αβ , for p+ 1 < β ≤ n1,
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Moreover, with a similar procedure, one may prove that for any p + 1 ≤ m ≤ n1,
the function (G−)
(m)
1 can be written as
(G−)
(m)
1 ({λk}(p,n1), µ1, . . . , µm, im+1, . . . , in1)
= (−1)m2
(n1−p)(n1−p−1)−(m−p)(2n1−m−p−1)
2 detF−(λ1, . . . , λp;µ1, . . . , µp)
×det(B−)
(m)
n1−p(λp+1, . . . , λn1 ; ξip+1 , . . . , ξin1 ), (6.56)
where the matrix elements ((B−)
(m)













1 )αβ , for p+ 1 ≤ β ≤ m. (6.57)
Therefore when m = n1, we obtain
(G−)
(n1)
1 ({λj}(p,n1), {µk}(p,n1)) = (−1)
n1 detF−(λ1, . . . , λp;µ1, . . . , µp)
×detN−1 (λp+1, . . . , λn1 ;µp+1, . . . , µn1). (6.58)
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Similarly, the function (G−)
(n1)
2 is given by
(G−)
(n1)






































1 + δjf′ ̺tt′
(

















































1 + δjf′ ̺tt′
(








































1 + δjf′ ̺tt′
(





g±2 (µβ , le), (6.60)
where the function g±2 (µβ , le) = 0 when le = 1; when le=0,
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1 + δjf′ ̺tt′
(a(µe, λf ′)− 1)
]
; (6.61)
when le ≥ 2,































1 + δjf′ ̺tt′
(


















and χ2 ≡ χ2(µβ) = sinh(µβ − µe + η).
The function (G−)
(n1)








detA−3 (λσ(1), . . . , λσ(p);µσ′(1), . . . , µσ′(p))
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g±3 (µβ , le), (6.64)

























































= 1 and le = 1,
g±3 (µβ , le) = 0 and iii.) when there is an index tˆ (tˆ ∈ {1, . . . k}) and tˆ
′ (tˆ′ ∈ {1, . . . ltˆ})
such that ρtˆ
tˆ′
= e, and le ≥ 2,






































































4 )2 j2 . . . (A
−
4 )p jp
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1 + δf ′ s δjf′ ̺tt′
















1 + δf ′ s δjf′ ̺tt′
(



































































































































































(g′)±4 (µβ , lt), (6.68)
where g±4 (µβ , l
′
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1 + δf ′ s δjf′ ̺tt′
















1 + δf ′ s δjf′ ̺tt′
(












= 1 and l′e = 1,
g±4 (µβ , le) = 0 and iii.) when there are indices tˆ (tˆ ∈ {1, . . . k}) and tˆ
′ (tˆ′ ∈ {1, . . . ltˆ})
such that ρtˆ
tˆ′
= e, and le ≥ 2,


























































1 + δf ′ s δjf′ ̺tt′
















1 + δf ′ s δjf′ ̺tt′
(







for the function (g′)±4 (µβ , lt), one has : i.) (g












δf ′ s δjf′ ̺tt′
= 1,
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ii.) when nt = 0,






































































iii.) when nt ≥ 2,























[sinh(µt − µβ − η)
+δf ′ s δjf′ ̺tt′

































































1 + δf ′ s δjf′ ̺ττ′
(







and χ′4 ≡ χ2(µβ) = sinh(µβ − µe + η).
Therefore from (6.27) and (6.50)-(6.51), we have the following theorem:
Theorem 6. Let the spectral parameters {λk} of the Bethe state |ΩN ({λk}(p,n1))〉
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be solutions of the BAE (6.7). The scalar products Pn1({µk}(p,n1), {λk}(p,n1)) de-












detF−(λσ(1), . . . , λσ(p);µσ′(1), . . . , µσ′(p))










′(jp))(A−2 )σ(1) σ′(j1) . . . (A
−
2 )σ(p) σ′(jp)





detA−3 (λσ(1), . . . , λσ(p);µσ′(1), . . . , µσ′(p))


















×(A−4 )σ(1) σ′(j1) . . . (A
−
2 )σ(p) σ′(jp)






Remark: In the derivation of (6.73), the spectral parameters {λi} in the state
|ΩN ({λj}(p,n1))〉 are required to satisfy the BAE (6.7). However, the parameters µj
(j = 1, . . . , n1) in the dual state 〈ΩN ({µj}(p,n1))| do not need to satisfy the BAE.
On the other hand, if we compute the scalar product by starting from the dual















L ({µσ′(j)}(p,n1), {λσ(k)}(p,n1)), (6.74)




In (6.74), we have also assumed that any element of the spectral parameter set {λi}
satisfy the BAE.
6.4. Determinant representation of correlation functions
Having obtained the scalar product and the norm, we are now in the position
to compute the k-point correlation functions of the model. In general, a l-point
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correlation function of the local generators Ei,j(k) is defined by
〈Ei1,j1(k1) . . . E
il,jl
(kl)
〉 ≡ 〈ΩN ({µj})|E
i1,j1
(k1)
. . . Eil,jl(kl) |ΩN ({λj})〉. (6.75)
In principle, by using the theorem 2 and theorem 6, we may compute any cor-
relation function defined by (6.75). As an example, in this subsection, we compute
the correlation function associated with two adjacent generators E3,2(κ) and E
2,3
(κ+1).
Proposition 7. If both the Bethe state |ΩN ({µj})〉 and the dual Bethe state
〈ΩN ({µj})| (µj = λj , µj) are eigenstates of the transfer matrix, then the two-point
























































































−1(µl, ξk), K is given by
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×PLn1
(

























ξκ (k = 1)
λσ(k−1) (2 ≤ k ≤ i)
λσ(k) (i+ 1 ≤ k ≤ n1 and k 6= j)





ξκ (k = 1)
λσ(k−1) (k = 2, . . . , i)





ξκ (k = 1)
λσ(k−1) (2 ≤ k ≤ i)
λσ(k) (i+ 1 ≤ k ≤ n1 and k 6= j)
λσ(i) (k = j)
,
respectively.

























































where in (6.78), we have used the theorem 2 and the property: for the q-deformed
supersymmetric t-J model with periodic boundary condition, the transfer matrices
satisfy the relation
∏N
i=1 t(λi) = 1; in (6.79), we have used the theorem 5; and
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−1(λj , ξk) = 1, which is from the
BAE and the NBAE.
Then with the help of the following commutation relations



















and the theorem 6, we arrive at this proposition. 
7. Conclusion and outlook
We have reviewed our recent progress on the construction of the determinant rep-
resentations of the correlation functions for supersymmetric fermion models via the
algebraic Bethe ansatz. The main idea was to simplify the creation (or annihila-
tion) operators and therefore the Bethe state (or its dual state) with the help of
the Drinfeld twists. In the F -basis, the creation operators and the Bethe states can
be represented in completely symmetric forms. This leads to the scalar products of
Bethe states represented by determinants. The determinant representations of the
correlation functions were then constructed by means of the scalar products. The
determinant representations are useful for analysing asymptotics of time and tem-
perature dependant correlation functions 53−57 which are important in statistical
mechanics and condensed matter physics. They also have applications in algebraic
combinatorics and alternating sign matrices.
It would be interesting to generalize the construction of the correlation functions
to other integrable models, e.g. the elliptic ZN Belavin model (for which the sym-
metric representations of the Bethe states was obtained in 35), the supersymmetric
U model 46, the EKS model 44 and the Hubbard model.
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